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for clearly and iealistiCally portraying project plans and other networks- hence, it retains Its usefulness as a c0lniiuli

promote innovative approaches to project planning. The cition and exploialion device as it grows in size.  

clarity provided to a project plan when portrayed by a DELTA 3) The loops that normally occur on such charts, when 
chart is attained through precise definition of responsibility planning R&D projects, help technical people convince man

for activities and decisions, clear representation of alternative agers that a rigid time schedule for a whole project is often 
approaches, an easy to understand symbology, and a precise impractical. This allows for more realistic approaches to the 
syntax for event and activity description, scheduling of parts of a project that can be closely scheduled.  

The ability to use time- and cost-analysis techniques and. and permits the introduction of contingencies very early in the 

computer programs developed previously for PERT and GERT planning to help avoid excessive lock-in.  
reduces the amount of learning required to implement DELTA 4) Because people are not forced by this approach into an 

chart techniques. For small projects, DELTA charts provide a artificial situation, it is more intellectually acceptable; hence, 
clear graphical representation of the projects and can be easily capable technical people are more inclined to put time into its 
combined with Gantt or MOST charts for project manage- development.  
ment. 5) Careful adherence to the standards set forth for presenta

We believe the advantages of DELTA charts over previous tion greatly enhances the effectiveness of planning because the 

network methods are significant and will lead to wide accept- semantic uncertainty commonly found on ad hoc charts is sub

ance with consequent improved project planning and manage- stantially diminished.  

ment. 6) The size of a DELTA chart for a real-world project is 
much too large for conventional publication formats; hence, 
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House, B. B. Gordon, and R. D. King of the Battelle Memorial 7) The value of the DELTA chart technique is appraised 

Institute staff. quite differently by different individuals. Some of the factors 
that affect such appraisals are whether the individual has ever 
had to plan a large project, whether the individual is locked in 

POSTSCRIPT to a more familiar method, whether the individual is willing to 

Reviewers of this paper called attention to the lack of des- accept new tools that he did not invent, and whether or not 

cription of any applications that have been made of the the individual desires to employ an open-communication 

DELTA chart. They have suggested that comments on its ap- mode. No one can sell a method to someone else. The people 

plication be added to the paper. who use DELTA charts typically have been skeptical at first, 
pTie ahorsad omhe ofer cand have become convinced of their usefulness only after they The authors and some of their colleagues have been using 

DELTA charts for approximately three years. Among the have tried them in a situation where a plan is essential to the 

applications are the following, conduct of a significant effort of some magnitude.  

Planning an experiment to place a geodetic marker in the 8) Projects often embody risks concerning whether what is 

Pacific Ocean. This experiment involved five cooperating desired is attainable under the constraints of the laws of 

organizations and precise coordination between a ship, a plane, nature, risks concerning what is within the technical state of 

and electronic equipment operating on the ship, the plane, and the art, risks associated with manageability of large projects, 

the California coast. The experiment was successful, risks associated with timely availability of future budget allo

Planning for a new microwave landing system. The large cations, and risks associated with human behavior. Our experi

DELTA chart prepared to show the interrelation of various ence indicates that the greater these risks, the more useful is 
the DELTA chart technique and the lower the risks, the less 

activities, events, and decisions in a multiple-organization the TA cho ice and app r taken.  

multiple-agency program has helped to lay a good basis for a significant the choice of planning approach taken.  

national effort to develop such a system. 9) Perhaps the greatest advantage of the DELTA chart is 

Portraying a management plan for a portion of the large that it provides an individual with a means to portray effec

incentive-performance-contracting experiment now going on in tively and clearly a very complex network of sequenced inter

a sample of the nation's schools. The DELTA chart is assisting actions in such a way that it can be comprehended by other 

in financial estimating and timely conduct of the many activ- people.  

ities that make up one portion of this large experiment. Many 
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